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1. In February 2014, the Administration and the Joint Fiscal Office developed a consensus estimate of
the cost and revenues of Green Mountain Care financing.
A. The estimate was built on a system cost estimate of $5.916 billion for 2017.
o That consensus estimated the range of public financing to be $1.766 billion to $2.175
billion.
o In addition, this amount assumed an estimated $89 million was needed to support
existing State Medicaid commitments. Over one-half the need was in FY16. The
remainder assumed FY16 need is solved in a base/ongoing manner.
2. To prepare for the session, the Administration and the Joint Fiscal Office are reviewing the
February 2014 numbers and changes to the presentation format (see attached JFO doc).
3. The key areas of potential change are:
A. The overall cost of Vermont’s health care spending. Has the $5.916 billion projection for 2017
changed based on changing health care cost inflation trends?
B. Changes in the amount of State funds to support existing Medicaid commitments. Overall the
need is less. This is due to better FMAP expectations, lower utilization, and no projected
provider increases. However, one-third of the 2016 budget gap is due to Medicaid financing
need.
C. Has the amount to be publically financed changed due to:
o

Medicaid changes - Reductions in federal Medicaid participation (FMAP)

o Changes in the revenues supporting the health care system such as the future of the
employer assessment, claims assessment, provider tax, and other dedicated revenues.
o Changes in the need for reserves - both for initial system start up and the long term


Claims reserves coverage which can be offset with reinsurance



Revenue or premium reserves.



Implications for existing State reserve funds - With the changes in health care
revenue, increased estimation error and volatility in other state revenues are
more likely. Do we need to address reserve levels in the General Fund and
elsewhere?

o Other changes - including clarity in implementation start up, transition and revenue
timing, provider reimbursement rates, and actuarial value of GMC.
D. Concern about loss of underlying federal tax subsidies and indirect federal participation.
Depending on the plan parameters, the role and level of employer insurance, and the way that it
is financed, the Vermont health care system may see a reduction in federal subsidies.
o Vermont’s public and private health care system as well as Vermont taxpayers benefit
from several federal subsidies through tax expenditures, including:


The exclusion of employer sponsored insurance from income and payroll taxes,
with implications for Social Security and Medicare



Deductions from income taxes for individual medical costs over a threshold,
HSA and HRA contributions, premiums for health insurance for the selfemployed, and various business expenses
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